REVIEWS OF GEORGE T. FESPERMAN, III ABR, GRI
This was our third experience with George Fesperman as our realtor
which
h speaks volumes. He has always been very prompt with answering our
questions, courteous, and wonderful with presenting our home through
media. I would recommend him to anyone looking to buy or sell
property. Thanks George for everything.
Dwayne & Jenny Scurry

George was always professional. He patiently answered our questions
when we discussed getting our house ready for potential buyers to view.
I felt we hot a fair price for the property and it was sold in a timely
manner. I would recommend Fesperman Realty to anyone who needs
real estate help.
James Henderson

Our experience with George was fantastic. He has a keen instinct for
figuring out what your needs are for a home and really listens to you. His
vast knowledge of the area and the history of our community makes you
feel right at home. I would classify myself as a difficult client but George
made the process easy. He even showed me the best route to work. He
is well respected in the community and truly will make the house buying
experience a pleasurable one. My family and I now refer to George not
only as our real estate professional but also our friend. If you are looking
to buy or sell a home, then George Fesperman should be your real estate
professional. It has been a few years since we purchased our home. Our

children still recognize George from his billboards and say “Hey George”.
Our family would like to say thank you again for all your hard work in
helping us find our home.
W.H. Strickland

It has been a while since I purchased my home with George’s assistance,
but I remember that he never seemed frustrated if I desired to look at
other houses that were available for sale. I never felt pressured to make
a hasty decision either. If I had questions that decision either. If I had
questions that he did not know immediately, he would find out in a
timely manner and get me the needed answers swiftly. When I wanted
to see other homes, he would make arrangements for me to visit the
homes and would have the necessary paperwork that related to the
latest additions, modifications, dimensions and average monthly costs of
electricity, water, etc... If I were looking to rent or purchase in the future,
I would seek George Fesperman again.
John Weaver

After having first listed our house with a friend of a friend (with a
subsequent and disappointing lack of communication or activity), my
husband and I chose to list our home with George Fesperman because
of his apparent reputation. His signs were on properties all over Ware
County, and we noticed the signs were moving. We figured he must be
a proactive Realtor, and we were right. Before we relocated to another
state, we listed our property with Fesperman Real Estate. He called,
emailed, and texted us frequently regarding inquiries and showings and
voiced a few concerns with the property. We were able to address those
minor issues across the miles. The home was subsequently sold, and

George clearly communicated everything we needed to do for an easy
long-distance closing. He took care of everything and closed the house
with us a thousand miles away! We are so confident in the kind
professionalism of George Fesperman that we recently listed our rental
property with him as well.
Susan D. Sumner

When I first started my home buying process, I decided to do it on my
own. George was the first seller I had contact with and I never looked
back. He was available (via text, email, or phone) almost at all hours of
the day and was super quick at returning messages (within the hour).
Since George is from around our area, he knew almost everyone and had
a personal knowledge of the homes (and their owners). I never had to
repeat what I was looking for in my first home. He only showed me
homes within my budget and never made me feel inadequate about my
preferences. George didn’t even mind showing me this one house
(which I ended up buying and LOVING) 6 or 7 times. He gave my space
to thoroughly inspect the home. He was there to answer questions when
I had them and to give tid-bits about the neighborhood. I would HIGHLY
George if you’re a buyer OR a seller.
user1749877

Mr. Fesperman was an excellent resource and was always available for
questions and for help. He is very knowledgeable of the area and
allowed me to view many options before I found the home for me. I
highly recommend his services!
user 5942539

George is the ultimate professional with great knowledge of the area and
a talent for recognizing what you are looking for as he sees you respond
to various “home scenarios”. I’ll work with him going forward!
Deitschmann Michael

From the very beginning, George was very helpful and encouraging.
We knew the market was slow at that point but he kept giving us tips
and advice to assist in making the house more attractive. He stuck with
us throughout the process and in the end, his patience and
perseverance brought about the sale of my family home. We are most
grateful and recommend George to anyone in need of a Realtor.
Dixon.

We were extremely pleased with the service George provided for us.
He was very professional and always prompt with returning our calls
and keeping appointments. We felt that he genuinely cared about
helping us and wasn’t just in it for himself. He enjoys his work and it
shows. Highly recommend!
Pam Douberly

George is the best in our opinion. Never had any doubt he knew what
he was doing. George was able to guide us through our 1st purchase.
Putting our concerns at ease. We highly recommend giving him a call.
Jamesblountiv

I have known George most of my life. He is professional, detailed, and
caring. When I sold my mother’s home, he guided me well and
obtained a fair price. I give him my highest recommendation.
Jenpinhar

George persisted until we found a buyer! While we had found
someone we thought was going to purchase the property, it just never
happened. When a prospective renter became a prospective buyer, we
were elated! George took care of almost everything. So glad our
property sold.
Studiopvp

